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Whom do you feel
CLOSES T to?
READING 4 Draw conclusions about
the structure and elements of poetry.
Analyze the importance of graphical
elements (e.g., line length) on the
meaning of a poem.

574

Think about a family member or friend you are close to. You have
probably fought with each other as well as shared joy and comfort.
Why is this? The poems you’re about to read explore the mysteries of
strong relationships.
QUICKWRITE Identify two or three relationships that are important
to you. In your journal, write about what makes each a good
relationship. What keeps your bonds strong when difficulties arise?

Meet the Authors
poetic form: line and stanza
Poems are made up of lines, which may be of different
lengths and which may or may not be complete sentences.
In many poems, the lines are arranged in groups known as
stanzas. Sometimes, as in this example from “The World
Is Not a Pleasant Place to Be,” you have to read the whole
stanza to learn the speaker’s complete thought:
the world is not a pleasant place
to be without
someone to hold and be held by

Seamus Heaney
born 1939

Celebrated Irishman Nobel Prize
winner Seamus Heaney’s poetry is
celebrated throughout the
world. Describing how
he felt when he wrote
his ﬁrst successful poem,
Heaney said, “I felt that I
had let down a shaft into
real life.”

literary analysis: rhyme scheme
Poets use sound devices to convey meaning and create
emphasis. One sound device is rhyme, the repetition
of sounds at the end of words. The rhyme scheme is the
pattern of rhyme at the ends of lines in a poem. You can
track the rhyme by assigning a letter to each line. The first
line gets the letter a. Each following line that rhymes with
it also gets an a. The first line that doesn’t rhyme gets the
letter b, as do the other lines that rhyme with that line. Each
new rhyme gets a new letter.
And this was the reason that, long ago ,
In this kingdom by the sea ,

a
b

A wind blew out of a cloud by night

born 1943

Storyteller Poet Nikki Giovanni
gained popularity as a poet
after the release of an album
of her readings, Truth Is on
Its Way. She says that in
her poetry, “I use a very
natural rhythm; I want
my writing to sound
like I talk.”

c

Chilling my Annabel Lee ;

b

As you read “Scaffolding” and “Annabel Lee,” use letters
to identify each poem’s rhyme scheme.

reading skill: understand speaker
In poetry, the speaker is the voice that “talks” to the reader.
To understand a poem, you have to learn who the speaker
is and how he or she feels. Complete a chart like the one
shown as you read each selection.
Poem 1

Nikki Giovanni

Poem 2

Poem 3

Edgar Allan Poe
1809–1849

Literary Giant Edgar Allan Poe has
fascinated generations of readers
with his haunting poetry
and tales of horror. He and
his adored young wife,
Virginia, were poor and
often sick. “Annabel Lee”
is believed to be Poe’s
tribute to Virginia.

Who is the speaker?
How does he/she feel?

Authors Online
Complete the activities in your Reader/Writer Notebook.
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SCAFFOLDING
Seamus Heaney
Play Audio

Masons,1 when they start upon a building,
Are careful to test out the scaffolding;
Make sure that planks won’t slip at busy points,
Secure all ladders, tighten bolted joints.2 a
5

How does this painting
reflect the title of
the poem?

a

LINE AND STANZA
A stanza that consists
of two rhyming lines is
called a couplet. What
is being described in
this couplet?

And yet all this comes down when the job’s done
Showing off walls of sure and solid stone.
So if, my dear, there sometimes seem to be
Old bridges breaking between you and me

Never fear. We may let the scaffolds fall
10 Confident that we have built our wall. b

b

SPEAKER
Reread lines 7–10.
Whom is the speaker
addressing? In your
chart, note how the
speaker feels about
this person.

1. masons (mAPsEnz): wallers who build with brick or stone.
2. joints (joints): places where two parts or pieces join together.
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Stages II, Paul Davis. Oil, 10˝ × 8˝.
Courtesy Coda Gallery. © Paul Davis.
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THE WORLD

IS NOT

A PLEASANT

Play Audio

PLACE TO BE
Nikki Giovanni

the world is not a pleasant place
to be without
someone to hold and be held by
a river would stop
5 its flow if only
a stream were there
to receive it
an ocean would never laugh
if clouds weren’t there
10 to kiss her tears
the world is not
a pleasant place to be without
someone c

Detail of Family in the Park (1999), Colin Bootman. Oil on canvas.
Private collection. Photo © Bridgeman Art Library.

c

LINE AND STANZA
Repetition is the
repeating of a sound,
word, phrase, or line
to emphasize an idea.
Notice how the last
stanza echoes the
first, but with small
differences. What
effect is created by
these changes?
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The Seashore (1900), William Henry Margetson. Oil on canvas. Private collection.
Photo © The Maas Gallery, London/Bridgeman Art Library.

nnabellLee
Edgar Allan Poe

5

10

It was many and many a year ago,
In a kingdom by the sea,
That a maiden there lived whom you may know
By the name of Annabel Lee;—
And this maiden she lived with no other thought
Than to love and be loved by me. d

Play Audio
d RHYME SCHEME

She was a child and I was a child,
In this kingdom by the sea,
But we loved with a love that was more than love—
I and my Annabel Lee—
With a love that the wingéd seraphs1 of Heaven
Coveted2 her and me. e

What rhyme scheme is
used in the first stanza?

e

SPEAKER
What is the speaker’s
relationship to Annabel
Lee?

1. seraphs (sDrPEfs): any of the highest order of angels.
2. coveted (kOvPG-tGd): envied.

the world is not . . . / annabel lee
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And this was the reason that, long ago,
In this kingdom by the sea,
15 A wind blew out of a cloud by night
Chilling my Annabel Lee;
So that her high-born kinsmen came
And bore her away from me,
To shut her up in a sepulcher3
In this kingdom by the sea.
20
The angels, not half so happy in Heaven,
Went envying her and me;
Yes! that was the reason (as all men know,
In this kingdom by the sea)
25 That the wind came out of the cloud chilling
And killing my Annabel Lee.
But our love it was stronger by far than the love
Of those who were older than we—
Of many far wiser than we—
30 And neither the angels in Heaven above
Nor the demons down under the sea
Can ever dissever4 my soul from the soul
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee:— f
For the moon never beams without bringing me dreams
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee;
35
And the stars never rise but I feel the bright eyes
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee;
And so, all the night-tide, I lie down by the side
Of my darling, my darling, my life and my bride
40
In her sepulcher there by the sea—
In her tomb by the side of the sea. g

f

LINE AND STANZA
Reread this stanza.
Identify words and
phrases that are
repeated. What
emphasis does this
repetition create?

g LINE AND STANZA

The last two stanzas are
among the longest in the
poem. What ideas and
emotions does the poet
emphasize by ending the
poem with long stanzas?

3. sepulcher (sDpPEl-kEr): a place for burial; tomb.
4. dissever (dG-sDvPEr): separate; tear apart.
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After Reading

Comprehension

1. Recall Why does the speaker in “Scaffolding” say that the scaffolds in his
relationship could be allowed to fall?

2. Recall In “The World Is Not a Pleasant Place to Be,” what is the relationship
between the ocean and the clouds?
3. Clarify What happened to Annabel Lee and the person who loved her?

READING 4 Draw conclusions
about the structure and elements
of poetry. Analyze the importance
of graphical elements (e.g., line
length) on the meaning of a poem.

Literary Analysis

4. Identify Rhyme Scheme Determine the rhyme scheme in “Scaffolding.”
Why do you think Seamus Heaney might have chosen this rhyme scheme
for a poem about a couple’s relationship?
5. Analyze Line and Stanza Reread the first stanza of “The World Is Not a
Pleasant Place to Be.” How does the meaning of the first line change as
you read the rest of the stanza? Find one other example of a line break
that you think affects the meaning of the words in an important way.

6. Draw Conclusions About Speakers Review the chart you created as you
read. Based on the details you recorded and your understanding of the
poems, what conclusions can you draw about each speaker’s attitude
about relationships? Give evidence from the poems to support your
conclusions.
7. Make Judgments Go back and reread
Romantic
“Annabel Lee.” In a chart, note words
“. . . we loved with
and details that make the speaker
a love that was
seem romantic and those that make
more than love—”
him seem grief stricken. Are his
feelings and attitudes understandable?
Support your opinion with examples from your chart.

Grief Stricken

Extension and Challenge

8. Creative Project: Art As you read the poems, which images seemed
especially beautiful or powerful? Draw a sketch of one of these images,
and explain how it helped draw you into the poem.

Whom do you feel CLOS E ST to?
Which poem best characterizes one of your closest relationships?
Compare the qualities described in the poem with the qualities you
most admire in a relationship.

scaffolding / the world is not . . . / annabel lee
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